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The application is quick to install; you only need to unzip the
compressed folder, and you can start downloading images after a
few clicks. The interface is basic, without any eye-candy. The
window is quite small but organized and functional. The best part
of the software is that you are not restricted by credentials or
sensitive information. You only need to add the Tumblr username
and the program will automatically search for any pictures related
to the account. Fast and powerful tool that offers batch function
After you command the application to search for images, you will
be prompted with a result. You can limit the software to search
only for a number of photos and download them in batch mode.
Unfortunately, you cannot preview the images and select which
ones you would like to download. Nonetheless, the best quality
images are downloaded, so you can rest assured you will get the
best results. Another slight limitation is that all actions are
performed sequentially, almost in a wizard-like interface; you must
enter a username, then select a destination folder and then wait
until the images are downloaded. You can track the progress of
each photo, and you can skip them if the download crashes. A
helpful tool for photo enthusiasts with Tumblr accounts In
conclusion, dhIMG tumblr Free Download is a good solution for
those with extensive social media accounts. However, it is limited
to a single platform, and you cannot preview images or save
individual files. Nonetheless, the software is free to use, and the
application gets the job done fast. All in all, it is worth testing to
see if it fits your needs. dhIMG Social Media Tumblr dhIMG
Tumblr is an easy-to-use image downloader for both Mac and PC
users that is fast, efficient and free to use.dhIMG Tumblr has a
clean and intuitive user interface that makes finding images a
breeze.dhIMG Tumblr displays images in full resolution, and you
can select to either download in original resolution or high
quality.dhIMG Tumblr runs in the background, so you can be
working on other tasks and still view the progress of the
downloads.dhIMG Tumblr is compatible with all mainstream
browsers such as Firefox, Safari, Chrome, and Internet Explorer. If
you are a Mac user, you can use the application with a Mac laptop
or desktop.dhIMG Tumblr is compatible with all platforms,
including Windows, Linux, and Mac. dhIMG Tumblr Features:
*Batch download dhIMG Tumblr has the ability to download
multiple images at the same time
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What's New in the DhIMG Tumblr?

dhIMG Tumblr is a free image downloader for Tumblr, WordPress
and other blogs that provide your full set of images on your
computer in just a few clicks. Just upload the username and
password of your Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter or Google+ account,
drag and drop the photo to download, or select the photos from a
folder. dhIMG Tumblr is compatible with most of the image files,
including JPG, GIF, PNG and other popular image formats. Version
1.3: The new version is optimized for speed, includes iCloud
support and can run as a portable application. It includes a new
interface, better icons, iCloud support, batch mode and more. Key
features: - Transfer your Tumblr and other blog images to your PC
for backup - Set favorite sources and select the photos directly
from the list - Transfer images from a folder - Include Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, Instagram and other network accounts -
Supports RAW image files - Manage tags, save images to folders
and exclude some - Can be used on both Mac and Windows - Set a
password to save your login credentials for later use What's New: -
New program interface, better icons, iCloud support and more
What's new in dhIMG Tumblr: - Get the full images from your
Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter or Google+ accounts - Set favorite
sources and select the photos directly from the list - Transfer
images from a folder - Include Facebook, Twitter, Google+,
Instagram and other network accounts - Supports RAW image files
- Manage tags, save images to folders and exclude some - Can be
used on both Mac and Windows - Set a password to save your login
credentials for later use Rating: No resources found for dhIMG
Tumblr. To be added later... Description: dhIMG Tumblr is a free
image downloader for Tumblr, WordPress and other blogs that
provide your full set of images on your computer in just a few
clicks. Just upload the username and password of your Tumblr,
Facebook, Twitter or Google+ account, drag and drop the photo to
download, or select the photos from a folder. dhIMG Tumblr is
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compatible with most of the image files, including JPG, GIF, PNG
and other popular image formats. Version 1.3: The new version is
optimized for speed, includes iCloud support and can run as a
portable application. It includes a new interface, better icons,
iCloud support, batch mode and more. Key features: - Transfer
your Tumblr and other blog images to your PC for backup - Set
favorite sources and select the photos directly from the list -
Transfer images from a folder - Include Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, Instagram and other network accounts - Supports RAW
image files - Manage tags, save images to folders and exclude
some - Can be used on both Mac and Windows - Set a



System Requirements:

Mac: OS X 10.6 or later Windows: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or
later (32 or 64 bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 3000 or
equivalent Network: Broadband Internet connection Controller S
and Striker 3 are just too great, and we have to give them their
own section. Controller S is perhaps the most innovative add-on
controller of the year. It’s not just a simple software upgrade, but
it brings
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